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ABSTRACT
China has experienced large improvements in mortality rates, but there remain substantial
variations at the provincial level. This paper develops new models to project mortality at
both the national and provincial levels in China. We propose two models in a Bayesian
hierarchical framework based on principal components and a random walk process, and
compile a new comprehensive database containing mortality data for 31 provinces over the
period 1982–2010. The baseline two-level model with a national–province hierarchy allows
for information pooling across provinces, common national factors and consistency
conditions. The extended three-level model with a national–region–province hierarchy
pools information in the region and also allows for common factors within the region. Both
models provide good estimates and reasonable forecasts for China and its provinces. The
baseline two-level model provides good fit and reasonable forecasts with equal width
intervals for the provinces. The three-level model has a better fit with a lower deviance
information criterion and provides forecast intervals reflecting regional uncertainty. The
sensitivity analyses show that the forecasts are robust when changing the trend assumptions
and regional groups.
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1. Introduction
China has experienced a steady decline in mortality rates and great improvements in life
expectancy, with life expectancy at birth increasing from 43.8 years in 1950–1955 to 76.6 years
in 2015–2020 (United Nations, 2019). But there are still large variations at the provincial level,
and more developed provinces have much longer life expectancies than less developed
provinces. For example, life expectancy in Beijing was 83.5 years in 2015, while it was 69.4
years in Qinghai (Zhou et al., 2016). Thus, statistics at the national level do not reflect actual
mortality and life expectancy at the provincial level. Therefore, the provincial mortality
variations need to be modelled. This paper proposes new methods to model province-level
variations in mortality in China in a Bayesian framework, and provides good estimates and
reasonable forecasts for China and its provinces based on a new large mortality database.
A growing literature focuses on mortality models for multiple populations. Li and Lee (2005)
propose a “coherent multi-population mortality model” to model the mortality rates of several
populations so that they do not cross over or diverge. Li and Lee’s (2005) model is an extension
of the classic age-period-cohort (APC) model, which has seen several extensions (e.g., Dowd
et al., 2011; Kleinow, 2015; Danesi et al., 2015). New stochastic methods are also used in the
modelling of several related populations. For example, De Beer (2012) use the TOPALS (tool
for projecting age-specific rates using linear splines) model; Hyndman et al. (2013) apply the
product-ratio functional method; and Bergeron-Boucher et al. (2017) employ the compositional
data analysis method in multi-population mortality modelling.
The development of coherent mortality models has contributed to the emergence of
subnational mortality modelling. Some researchers, such as Hyndman et al. (2013) and
Gonzaga and Schmertmann (2016) use multi-population models to model mortality in
subnational areas. Alternatively, Giannakouris (2010), Smith et al. (2013) and the Office for
National Statistics (ONS, 2016) compute subnational mortality via simple relationships to
national mortality forecasts. Other recent studies use Bayesian methods to model subnational
mortality. For example, Alexander et al. (2017) and Schmertmann and Gonzaga (2018) employ
the Bayesian method to correct for missing values and underreported deaths in subnational
mortality modelling.
There is a growing interest in China’s mortality rates in the literature. Banister and Hill (2004)
study long-term mortality trends in China using Chinese census data for 1982, 1990 and 2000.
Zhao (2012) and Zhao et al. (2013) apply a modified Lee–Carter model based on census and
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sample survey data for China. Huang and Browne (2017) and Huang (2017) modify the
continuous mortality investigation method of the UK’s Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and
apply it to China’s mortality using data from 1997–2011. Apart from stochastic modelling,
Bayesian methods have also been introduced into mortality modelling in China. Li (2014) uses
a Bayesian framework to estimate the Lee–Carter model with limited data, and Li et al. (2019)
use a Bayesian framework and sequential Kalman filter to model Chinese mortality. But none
of the studies model mortality at the subnational or province level in China. One reason for this
is the shortage of data on provincial mortality.
This paper focuses on provincial mortality modelling in China and proposes a baseline twolevel model and an extended three-level model in a Bayesian framework. Our study is based
on a new comprehensive database for 31 Chinese provinces over the period 1982–2010, which
we compiled using online and archive resources. The baseline two-level model uses China and
31 provinces as its two levels and considers information pooling, common national factors and
consistency conditions between China and its provinces. The three-level model introduces a
regional level between China and its provinces, pools information in regions and allows for
both common regional factors and common national factors. Both models provide good fit and
reasonable forecasts for China and its provinces. The baseline two-level model has equal width
intervals for provinces, while the three-level model has intervals of different widths for
provinces, thereby reflecting different regional uncertainties. Compared to the baseline model,
the three-level model has a better fit with a lower deviance information criterion (DIC). The
sensitivity analyses show that the forecasts are relatively robust to the trend assumptions and
the methods for grouping provinces into regions.
We contribute to the literature in two ways. First, we propose a new three-level hierarchical
mortality model in a Bayesian framework allowing for information pooling with common
factors. Second, we study provincial mortality in China and model provincial and national
mortality in China together. In so doing, we obtain coherent and consistent forecasts for China
and its provinces. Our results inform the development of China’s emerging market for private
annuities and the ongoing reforms of China’s complex pension system (see, e.g., Fang and
Feng, 2018; Wang and Li, 2018).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data we use.
Section 3 introduces the two models we propose. Section 4 displays and compares the results
of the models. Section 5 provides some conclusions and ideas for future research.
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2. Data
China has conducted six censuses to date (1953, 1964, 1982, 1990, 2000 and 2010). The
post-1982 censuses were carried out by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) and included
populations and deaths by age and sex for every province in China.1
We obtained the 1982 and 1990 census data from hard copies contained in the NBS archives.
The 2000 and 2010 censuses data are from the NBS website (NBS, 2002; NBS, 2012). In
addition to the censuses, China conducted four 1% sample surveys in 1987, 1995, 2005 and
2015. The 2005 and 2015 surveys contain the populations and deaths for China and its
provinces. These data were obtained from the 1% Sample Survey Materials in China (NBS,
2006; 2016). As the sample ratios are only around 1%, the sample sizes at provincial level are
small, and the data are more volatile compared to the census data.
We use census data after 1982 for provinces in our model and sample survey data in 2005
and 2015 as a reference for the in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts.2 Table 1 provides an
overview of the data employed.
Table 1. Data employed.
Year
No. of provinces
Survey type

1982

1990

2000

2005

2010

2015

29

30

31

31

31

31

Census

Census

Census

1% sample

Census

1% sample

Notes: No. of provinces reports the number of provinces for which data were available. The census data were used
to estimate the model. Sample survey data for 2005 and 2015 are used as references for in-sample and out-ofsample forecasts.

The data in the census and sample survey materials are available in 5-year age groups for all
ages until 90+ years old.3 We gathered data in the 0, 1–4, 5–9, 10–14, …, 85–89 and 90+ age
groups. We set 90+ as the highest age group because it is the highest age group of deaths in
1990, and the data are sparse in other census years beyond that age group.
As the census enumeration is the end-year population data surviving from the risk of death
in the year prior to the census (Cai, 2005), and the central age-specific mortality rate is
calculated based on mid-year population, we approximate the mid-year population and account

The NBS sums all the provincial data to obtain the national data for China. The 1982 census materials have populations and
deaths by age and sex for China and every province except Hainan (not established then), Chongqing (not established then)
and Tibet (only population data, no deaths data). The 1990 census materials have populations and deaths by age and sex for
China and every province except Chongqing province (not established then).
2 We use the raw data in the census and sample survey materials to retain the characteristics and information in the data.
1

The 1982 census data were collected for each age (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …) and include highest ages ranging from 105 years old
to 140 years old for different provinces. Census data after 1990 were collected in 5-year age groups with data for every age
and the highest age being 100+ years old (0–4, 0, 1, 2 3, 4, 5-9, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, …) except in 1990, where the highest ages were
90+ years old.
3
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for deaths reported for the 12 months prior to the census:
n

where

n

Px and

n

n

n

ax
 n Dx ,
n

(1)

Pxm are the census population and mid-year population between age x and

x+n in the census year;
and

Pxm = n Px +

n

Dx are the observed deaths between age x and x+n in the census year;

ax
is the average number of years lived in the year prior to the census for those who
n

died in the year prior to the census.
As in Cai (2005), n ax equals

n
for all ages except for the age group 0 and 1–4. 1 a0 and
2

a are chosen according to the adapted Coale and Demeny formula (Coale et al., 1983;
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Preston et al., 2000), as shown in Table 2. 1 m0 can be obtained by solving the equation:
1

m0 =

D0
1 P0 + ( +   1 m0 ) 1 D0
1

(2)

Table 2. Coale and Demeny formula for male.

1

0.330

if 1 m0  0.107 ,

0.045+2.684 1 m0

otherwise

1.352

if 1 m0  0.107 ,

1.651 − 2.816 1 m0

otherwise

a0

4 a1

3. Method
An emerging literature uses the Bayesian hierarchical framework for subnational mortality
modelling (e.g., Alexander et al., 2017; Schmertmann and Gonzaga, 2018). Alexander et al.
(2017) emphasize the advantages of the Bayesian framework in dealing with missing data and
develop a model constructed by principal components at the subnational level in a Bayesian
hierarchical framework for the United States and France. As data for some provinces are
missing and our dataset is relatively limited, we use the Bayesian framework to correct for the
missing and limited data. Furthermore, because the model constructed by principal components
is parsimonious and easy to construct, we apply and extend Alexander et al.’s (2017) modelling
approach. In a first step, we modify Alexander et al.’s (2017) model to a baseline two-level
model for China and its provinces with common national factors. Then we propose a new
5

extended three-level hierarchical model with additional common factors within the region. The
baseline two-level model pools and shares information across all the provinces, and the threelevel model pools and shares information in the same region.
3.1. Two-level model
The baseline two-level model uses China and its provinces for the two levels. Let Dxi ,t denote
deaths at age x in province i at time t, and let DxChina
denote deaths at age x in China at time t.
,t
We assume that the deaths are from the Poisson distributions:
Dxi ,t ~ Poisson(mxi ,t  Pxi,t )，DxChina
~ Poisson(mxChina
 PxChina
) ,
,t
,t
,t

(3)

where mxi ,t is the mortality rate and Pxi,t is the population at risk at age x and time t in province
i, while mxChina
and PxChina
are the same variables at the national level. As the NBS computes the
,t
,t
data for China by summing the provincial data, we apply the following consistency conditions
to obtain the data for China and to ensure that the mortality rates at the national and provincial
levels are consistent:

D

i
x ,t

i
China
.
=DxChina
,t ， Px ,t =Px ,t

(4)

Alexander et al. (2017) show that the model constructed by principal components is flexible
and fits the data well. As the model with principal components is parsimonious and easy to
construct, we also use a functional form based on principal components.
Alexander et al. (2017) suggest using the first three principal components because higherorder principal components would pick up the residual variance in the data. In our analysis, as
shown in Figure 1, a model with two principal components (red lines) either underestimates or
overestimates mortality rates, whereas three principal components (blue lines) reproduce
mortality curves to a satisfactory level. To avoid underfitting and overfitting, we use the first
three principal components in our models.
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Figure 1. Fitted mortality for different numbers of principal components.

Notes: The dots indicate the historical mortality rates, the red lines represent fitted mortality based on two principal
components, the blue lines represent fitted mortality based on three principal components, and the cyan lines
represent fitted mortality based on four principal components.

In multi-population mortality modelling, common factors are usually used to maintain
coherence, such as in Li and Lee (2005) and Kleinow (2015). Similar to the common factor
models, we propose to model mxi ,t and mxChina
on the log scale with province-level and
,t
common principal components:
log(mxi ,t ) = 1,i tY1i +  2,tY2 + 3,tY3 +  ii,t ,

,
log(mxChina
) = 1,China
Y1China +  2,tY2 + 3,tY3 +  iChina
,t
t
,t

(5)
(6)

where Y1i is the first principal component for the individual province, Y1China is the first
principal component for China, and Y2 and Y3 are the common principal components for all
provinces. 1i,t , 1China
and  p,t (p = 2, 3) are the corresponding coefficients of each principal
,t
component at time t (t = 1–4). Our analysis shows that the first principal component and
coefficient are crucial for good data fit. To account for the different mortality characteristics
across provinces we propose using the first factors 1i,t and Y1i as province-level factors to
capture the provincial patterns, and use the second and third factors  p,t and Yp (p = 2, 3) as
common national factors to capture the common patterns of all the provinces and maintain
coherence. By using the common national factors, all provinces share the same information.
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China
Figure 2 shows the average principal components and coefficients for China ( YpChina ,  p,t
,

p = 1, 2, 3) and the provinces ( Yp ,  p,t , p = 1, 2, 3), computed by singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the mortality matrices for both. Yp and YpChina describe the age
patterns of mortality. Figure 2 shows that Yp and YpChina have similar shapes and values,
China
which means that China and its provinces have similar age patterns.  p,t and  p,t
describe

the average time trend of mortality.  p,t and  p,tChina (p = 1, 2) have similar trends but slightly
different levels, which shows that the mortality of China and its provinces have similar time
trends with slightly different slopes. 3China
is more volatile because Y3China fluctuates more
,t
than the first two principal components, as shown in Figure 2(c).
Figure 2. Principal components and coefficients for China and its provinces.

Notes: The black lines show the principal components and average coefficients of the provinces. The red dashed
lines are the principal components and coefficients of China. The principal components shown are

Yp and

China
.
YpChina , and the coefficients are  p,t and  p,t

We use informative priors to estimate the parameters in the models. We estimate the Y1China
by drawing from the following informative normal distribution:

Y1China ~ N (Y1China , I ,  y21 ) ,
8

(7)

where Y1China , I is the expectation of the informative prior, which is the first principal component
computed by SVD of the mortality matrix of China.
The parameters of China and its provinces in Figure 2 have similar shapes and values.
Therefore, it is reasonable for us to model the province-level Y1i by borrowing information
from China as follows:
Y1i ~ N (Y1China ,  y21 ) ,

(8)

i
where Y1 is drawn from a normal distribution with a mean Y1China . The common Y2 and Y3

for China and its provinces are drawn from the following distribution:
2
Yp ~ N (YpChina , I ,  yp
)，p = 2,3 .

(9)

where YpChina , I is the pth (p = 2, 3) principal component computed by SVD of the mortality
matrix of China.
is estimated similarly by drawing from a normal distribution; Alexander et al. (2017)
1China
,t
i
assume that the coefficients share information across geographic areas. Similarly, we allow 1,t

to pool information across all provinces:

1i,t ~ N ( 1,t ,  t2 ) ,

(10)

where 1,t is the population-weighted mean of the first coefficient computed by SVD of the
mortality matrix of provinces. 1,t contains the overall information of all 31 provinces, which
implies that the 1i,t pools information from other provinces. Owing to population weighting,
provinces with larger populations have a bigger effect on 1,t .
The common  2,t and 3,t for China and its provinces are estimated similarly as follows:

 p,t ~ N (  p,t ,  p2,t ) , p = 2, 3.

(11)

where  p,t is the population-weighted mean of the pth (p = 2, 3) coefficient computed by SVD
of the mortality matrix of provinces.
The variances are assigned conjugated inverse gamma (IG) priors, which are commonly used
as, for example, in Kogure et al. (2009), Li (2014) and Khana et al. (2018):

 yp2 ~ IG (1, 0.001)， t2 ~ IG (1, 0.001)， c2,t ~ IG (1, 0.001)， p2 ,t ~ IG (1, 0.001) .
are normally distributed random error terms:
 ii,t and  iChina
,t
 ii,t ~ N (0,  2,i )， iChina
~ N (0,  2,China ) .
,t

9

(12)

As the provincial data are limited, we use a simple random walk process to forecast future
i
values of ˆ p,t+n
. The random walk process is commonly used to describe the dynamics of the

period effects in multi-population and Bayesian mortality models, such as in Li and Lee (2005)
and Czado et al. (2005). Here we consider the temporal and provincial uncertainty and draw

ˆ1i,t+n from a normal distribution:
ˆ1i,t+n ~ N ( 1i,t+n ,  2 )，1i,t+n = 1i,t + n  d1i ,

(13)

t +n

China
2
China
China
ˆ1China
+ n  d1c ,
,t+n ~ N ( 1,t+n ,   c )，1,t+n = 1,t

(14)

t +n

where n is the number of future years to forecast; and d1i and d1c are the drifts of the random
walk processes, which are computed by the historical change:
China
i
d1i = ( 1i,4 − 1,1
− 1,1
) / T , d1c = ( 1China
)/T ,
,4

(15)

where T is the number of years covered in the data, with T = 28 from 1982–2010. We use the
2
same uncertainty to make forecasts for ˆ1i,t+n and ˆ1China
,t+n . The variances  

t +n

and  2ct +n are

calculated by:
i
 2 = Var ( 1,4
)+
t +n

i
n 2 (Var ( 1,4
) + Var ( 1,1i ))

T2

， 2ct+n =  2t +n ,

(16)

i
i
1:m
1:m
)=Var ( 1,1
)=Var ( 1,4
) are posterior variances of all provincial
) and Var ( 1,4
where Var ( 1,1

1i,1 and 1i,4 , and m is the number of provinces (m = 31).
As  2,t and 3,t are common, there will be no provincial uncertainty in them. ˆ2,t + n and

ˆ3,t + n are forecasted by:

ˆ p,t+n =  p,t + n  d p，d p = (  p,4 −  p ,1 ) / T，p = 2,3 .

(17)

The future mortality rates of the provinces and China are forecasted by:
log(mˆ xi ,t + n ) = ˆ1,i t + nY1i + ˆ2,t + nY2 + ˆ3,t + nY3 ,

(18)

ˆ China China + ˆ Y + ˆ Y .
log(mˆ xChina
,t + n ) = 1,t + n Y1
2,t + n 2
3,t + n 3

(19)

3.2. Three-level model
The two-level model above pools the information and uses common national factors across
all the provinces. However, this common-factor structure may be questioned given that China’s
provinces vary greatly in their economic development and mortality. Therefore, we introduce
a regional level and propose a three-level model to account for the regional mortality
differences.
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According to the Development Research Center of the State Council (DRC, 2005), China
can be divided into four economic regions. NBS (2011) defines these four economic regions as
follows: east (Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong,
Guangdong and Hainan); central (Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei and Hunan); west
(Inner Mongolia, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu,
Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang); and northeast (Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang). Life
expectancies are similar within each region but vary across regions (Zhou et al., 2016). For
example, the provinces in the eastern region have longer life expectancies than those in central
and west China, which makes the regions good representatives of mortality differences. We
introduce a regional level in the hierarchy between China and the provinces according to the
DRC and NBS definitions and use common factors within the same region.
In this three-level model, the mortality rates are modelled as follows:
log(mxi ,t ) = 1,i tY1i +  2,k tY2k + 3,tY3 +  ii,t ,
China
,
log(mxChina
) = 1,China
Y1China +  2,China
+ 3,tY3 +  iChina
,t
t
t Y2
,t

(20)
(21)

where  2,k t and Y2k are common factors within the region to capture the regional patterns. We
allow the province level 1i,t to pool information within region k:
k
1i,t ~ N ( 1region
,  k21,t )，
when i in region k ,
,t

(22)

k
where 1region
is the population-weighted mean of the first coefficient in the kth region (k = 1,
,t

2, …, K; K = 4) computed by SVD. Provinces in the same region share the same regional
common factors:
k
 2k,t ~ N ( 2region
,  k22,t ), Y2k ~ N (Y2China , I ,  y22,t ) .
,t

(23)

k
where 2region
is the population-weighted mean of the second coefficient in the kth region
,t

computed by SVD.
The second factors for China are estimated by:
,I
 2China
~ N (  2China
,  c22,t ) , Y2China ~ N (Y2China , I ,  y22,t ) ,
,t
,t

(24)

where the variances have IG priors:  kp2 ,t ~ IG (1, 0.001) , p = 1, 2;  c22,t ~ IG (1, 0.001) ,

 y22,t ~ IG (1, 0.001) .
The province-level Y1i , and common national factors 3,t and Y3 are estimated in the
same way as the two-level model.
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The future ˆ1i,t+n are forecasted by drawing from a normal distribution allowing for
temporal and regional uncertainty:

ˆ1i,t+n ~ N ( 1i,t+n ,  2 k ) ,

(25)

t +n

i
where the parameters 1,t+n are forecasted by a random walk process:

1i,t+n = 1i,t + n  d1i , d1i = ( 1i,4 − 1,1i ) / T .
The regional uncertainty  2 k

t +n



2
 kt +n

(26)

has the form:

= Var (  ) +
k
1,4

k
n 2 (Var ( 1,4
) + Var ( 1,1k ))

T2

,

(27)

1:mk
1:mk
k
k
)=Var ( 1,1
)=Var ( 1,4
) and Var ( 1,4
) are posterior variances of 1i,1 and
where Var ( 1,1

are
1i,4 in region k, and mk is the number of provinces in region k. Similarly, the ˆ1China
,t+n
forecasted by:
China
China
China
China
2
− 1,1
)/T .
+ n  d1c , d1c = ( 1China
ˆ1China
,4
,t+n ~ N ( 1,t + n ,   c ) , 1,t+n = 1,t
*
t +n

(28)

where the uncertainty for China is:

 c
2

*
t +n

= Var (  ) +
k
1,4

k
n 2 (Var ( 1,4
) + Var ( 1,1k ))

T2

,

(29)

k
) are the average regional posterior variances.
where Var ( 1,1k ) and Var ( 1,4

There is no regional uncertainty in  2k,t as provinces have the same value of  2k,t in the
same region. The ˆ2k,t + n are forecasted by:
k
)/T .
ˆ2k,t+n =  2k,t + n  d 2k , d 2k = (  2k,4 −  2,1

(30)

c
China
)/T .
ˆ2China
+ n  d 2c , d 2c = (  2c,4 −  2,1
,t+n =  2 ,t

(31)

ˆ2China
,t + n is forecasted by:

The forecasting process for ˆ3 ,t + n is the same as in the two-level model. The log(mˆ xi ,t + n ) and
are forecasted by:
log(mˆ xChina
,t + n )

log(mˆ xi ,t + n ) = ˆ1,i t + nY1i + ˆ2,k t + nY2k + ˆ3,t + nY3 ,
ˆ China China + ˆ ChinaY China + ˆ Y .
log(mˆ xChina
,t + n ) = 1,t + n Y1
2,t + n 2
3,t + n 3

(32)
(33)

The estimation and forecasts were completed using the software R and JAGS through the R
package “rjags”. We generated samples from the posterior distributions via the Markov Chain
12

Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm using Gibbs sampling. For each model, we generated the
samples with two chains and thinned the chains by sampling every 10th observation to reduce
sample autocorrelation. After a burn-in of 10,000 iterations and convergence tests, posterior
distributions were estimated based on the last 10,000 recorded samples.

4. Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the baseline two-level model and the threelevel model and show the estimation and forecast results of the models.
4.1. Model performance evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the baseline two-level model and the three-level model
based on the DIC. The DIC is a Bayesian extension of the Akaike information criterion (AIC)
and a popular model selection criterion to deal with informative priors in Bayesian hierarchical
models (Yan et al., 2018). According to Spiegelhalter et al. (2002), the DIC is calculated as:
DIC = D + pD ,

(34)

where D is the expected deviance, which measures the model fit, and pD is the effective
number of parameters measuring the model complexity.
The DIC of the two-level model and the three-level model are shown in Table 3.4 A lower
DIC value indicates a better model fit and a DIC difference of 3–5 is considered significant
(Lawson, 2013; Khana et al., 2018). Although the three-level model has more parameters, it
has a lower DIC compared to the two-level model, which indicates that adding a regional
hierarchy improves the model performance.
Table 3. DIC of the models.
Model

Two-level

Three-level

DIC

29631.5

29615.6

4.2. Estimation results
The fan charts in Figure 3 show the estimated mortality rates from the two-level model and
the three-level model for China in the census years 1982 and 2010. As the fitting results are
similar for all four census years, we use the first and last census years as representatives. The
black dots are the historical data, the intervals between the black dashed lines are the 95%
fitting intervals of the two-level model, and the grey intervals are the 95% fitting intervals of
the three-level model. Figure 3 shows that both models reproduce the historical mortality rates
4

We run 30 iterations for the DIC computation and take the average.
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of China well. The three-level model has a wider interval than the two-level model in 2010.
Figure 3. Fitting intervals of two-level and three-level models for China.

Notes: The black points represent historical data, the black dashed lines are the fitting intervals of the two-level
model, and the grey shading represents the fitting intervals of the three-level model.

The charts in Figure 4 show the estimated mortality rates for four provinces5 in different
regions. The estimation results for the provinces show that both models perform well at
reproducing historical data.
Figure 4. Estimation intervals of two-level and three-level models for four provinces.

Notes: The black points represent historical data, the black dashed lines are the fitting intervals of the two-level
model, and the grey shading represents the fitting intervals of the three-level model.

Apart from the census, China and its provinces also have mortality data from the 1% sample
survey data, as mentioned in Section 2. Figure 5 shows the estimation results for China and

5

Beijing represents the most developed east region; Hubei represents the central region; Gansu represents the west region;

and Jilin represents the northeast region. All four provinces have moderate life expectancies (Zhou et al., 2016).
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two provinces in 2005, where the sample survey data are shown as hollow dots.6 As noted
before, the data quality of the 1% sample survey at the province level is relatively poor due to
small sample sizes. Although the sample survey data are more volatile than the census data,
our two models produce reasonable estimates both for China and its provinces.
Figure 5. In-sample forecast of the two-level and three-level models for China in 2005.

Notes: The hollow dots are the sample survey data, the intervals between the black dashed lines are the fitting
intervals of the two-level model, and the grey shading represents the fitting intervals of the three-level model.

We note that our models handle missing data well. Although provincial mortality data for
Tibet in 1982 are missing, the models can still estimate mortality by using information from
other provinces.
Figure 6 shows the estimation results for Tibet in 1982. The black lines are the estimated
mortality rates of the two-level model and the interval between the black dashed lines is the
corresponding estimation interval. The white lines and the grey interval are for the three-level
model.
Figure 6 shows that the estimated mortality rates of the three-level model are higher than
those of the two-level model, which is due to the different information-sharing structures of the
two models; the three-level model additionally shares information in the west region, where
the mortality rates are higher than they are in other regions, and contributes to a higher
estimation for Tibet.
The intervals in Figure 6 are much wider than they are for the other provinces in Figure 4
due to greater uncertainty stemming from missing data. The interval of the two-level model is
wider than that of the three-level model, indicating that nationwide uncertainty is greater than
regional uncertainty.

6

The estimation results in 2005 are similar for all provinces; results from the Beijing and Gansu provinces represent low

mortality provinces and high mortality provinces, respectively.
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Figure 6. Estimated mortality rates for Tibet in 1982.

Notes: The black and white lines are estimation medians of the two-level and three-level models, respectively.

4.3. Model forecast
Figure 7 shows the forecast results of the baseline two-level and three-level models in 2015.
The two models have similar forecasts but different interval widths. The forecast intervals of
the two-level model are wider because nationwide uncertainty is larger than regional
uncertainty.
Figure 7. Out-of-sample forecast results of the two-level and three-level models in 2015.

Notes: The results are for China, Beijing (in the east region) and Gansu (in the west region) respectively. The
hollow dots are the sample survey data, the intervals between the black dashed lines are the fitting intervals of the
two-level model, and the grey shaded areas are the fitting intervals of the three-level model.

The charts in Figure 8 display the estimation and forecast results for different age groups for
the four provinces.7 The two-level and three-level models have similar estimates but different
forecast trends and forecast intervals because of their different information-sharing structures.
7

The provincial fitting and forecast intervals over time are similar for different age groups. Here we show the 0 and 1–4 age

groups as representative of early childhood; the 20–24 and 40–44 age groups as representative of middle age; and the 60–64
and 80–84 age groups as representative of old age.
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The two-level model shares information across all provinces and uses the same uncertainty for
all provinces in the forecast. As a result, within one age group, the forecast trend and future
intervals are the same for different provinces, as shown across the rows of Figure 8. The threelevel model shares information both within the same region and across the provinces and uses
uncertainty within the region in forecasts. Therefore, the grey intervals in the rows of Figure 8
show that the provincial forecasts of the three-level model have different levels of uncertainty
for the same age groups. The forecasts of the three-level model in Figure 8 also show that the
uncertainty of younger age groups (under 4 years old) is smaller than that in the older age
groups within regions, indicating that infant and childhood mortality converge to a similar level
within regions. When comparing different regions, the east region (the first column) and the
west region (the third column) have larger uncertainty, indicating that the provincial variations
are bigger in these two regions, while the forecasts of the central region (the second column)
and the northeast region (the last column) have smaller uncertainty, indicating smaller
provincial variations in these regions. 8 From the point of view of forecast uncertainty, the
three-level model captures different levels of uncertainty for different regions. Although
sample survey data are quite volatile, the forecast intervals of the three-level model cover 57%
of the sample survey data for all provinces in 2015.

8

In further analysis, we find that provincial or regional uncertainty is much bigger than temporal uncertainty in China. When

provincial or regional uncertainty is ignored, the forecast intervals are much narrower. The results of this analysis are available
upon request from the authors.
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Figure 8. Fitting and forecast results of the two-level and three-level models.

Notes: The black dots are census data from 1982, 1990, 2000 and 2010, and the hollow dots are sample survey
data from 2005 and 2015. The black and white lines show the forecast medians of the two-level and three-level
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models respectively. The intervals between the black dashed lines are the forecast intervals of the two-level model,
and the grey shaded areas represent the forecast intervals of the three-level model.

The estimates for 1982–2010 and the forecast results for 2011–2040 for China are shown in
Figure 9. Both models produce good fits of the historical trends as well as reasonable forecasts.
While the two-level model uses the uncertainty of all provinces to make forecasts, and the
three-level model uses uncertainty of the four regions, the two models have different width of
forecast intervals. Below age 80, the forecast intervals of the two-level model are wider than
those of the three-level model. The forecast intervals are more similar at higher ages (above
age 80) because regional uncertainty is larger in older age groups.
Figure 9. Estimates and forecasts for China.

Notes: The black dots represent census data from 1982, 1990, 2000 and 2010, and the hollow dots are sample
survey data from 2005 and 2015. The black and white lines show the forecast medians of the two-level and threelevel models respectively. The intervals between the black dashed lines are the forecast intervals of the two-level
model, and the grey shaded areas represent the forecast intervals of the three-level model.

4.4. Sensitivity analysis
As we only have four sets of census data for every province, we assume that the mortality
rates change linearly and use the simple random walk process in our models to make forecasts.
But it is difficult to determine whether the random walk process is suitable for our models
considering the limited number of data points.
Furthermore, in our main analysis, we use the official classification developed by the NBS
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to group the provinces into different regions based on their geographic and economic
characteristics. However, this regional grouping assumption may be questioned and different
grouping assumptions may lead to different forecasts.
In this section, we conduct sensitivity analyses on different trend assumptions and alternative
regional grouping assumptions.
4.4.1. Trend assumptions
The modelling of the random walk process is based on the linear trend between the first and
last historical data points. However, there is evidence of nonlinearity of the mortality trend in
the literature. For example, Li et al. (2011) and Sweeting (2011) find structural changes in the
time index of both the Lee-Carter model and the Cairns-Blake-Dowd model and use brokentrend models to forecast mortality. Based on this evidence, Van Berkum et al. (2014) allow for
multiple structural changes in 14 different mortality models and obtain more robust projections.
In this trend assumption analysis, we use as an alternative the broken-trend model (Li et al.,
2011) to derive forecasts and compare the results for the three-level model with the random
walk process. We focus on the three-level model because the above analyses show that it
performs better than the two-level model based on our data set.
The broken-trend model examines the breakpoints and makes use of all the data points after
the breakpoints to make forecasts, which incorporates more information on the historical data.
Li et al. (2011) model the time index using a linear regression with five parameters and employ
the standard student t statistic to test whether time t is a breakpoint. However, we only have
four available data points, which are not enough to estimate five parameters. In order to test
the trend assumptions and incorporate more historical information, we assume that there was a
structural change around 1990 and set 1990 as the breakpoint.
The results of the broken-trend model are similar for different age groups, therefore we only
show the 0 and 80–84 age groups as representatives in Figure 10. The dashed black lines are
the fitted and forecasted trends of the broken-trend model, and the intervals between the black
lines are the 95% fit and forecast intervals of the broken-trend model. Instead of only using
data from 1982 and 2010, the broken-trend model uses three data points (1990, 2000 and 2010),
and therefore has wider intervals reflecting larger uncertainty. Because the broken-trend model
leaves out the data from 1982 and incorporates more recent information, it produces steeper
trends compared to the random walk process, as shown in Figure 10, indicating an acceleration
in mortality decline in recent years. As we have limited provincial data and the sample survey
data are of relatively low quality, actuarial judgement is needed to choose the appropriate trend
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assumption. We suggest that researchers and practitioners choose carefully when modelling
mortality rates in China.
Figure 10. Forecasts of the broken-trend model and the random walk process in the three-level model.

Notes: The black dots show the census data, and the hollow dots show the sample survey data. The grey intervals
and white lines are the 95% fitting and forecast intervals and medians of random walk in the three-level model
respectively. The black line intervals and the dashed black lines are the 95% fitting and forecast intervals and
medians of the three-level model with broken trend respectively.

4.4.2. Alternative regional grouping assumptions
In the main analysis, Hebei province is grouped within the most developed region (i.e., the
east region) in our three-level model. But Hebei’s economic strength (e.g., GDP per capita;
NBS, 2019) and life expectancy (Zhou et al., 2016) are similar to other less developed regions.
Because Hebei lies adjacent to the central, west and northeast regions, it can be grouped with
any of these regions. In the following, we use different grouping assumptions to derive
forecasts in the three-level model with a random walk process. We compare the results based
on the original grouping where Hebei is part of the east region, with three alternative grouping
assumptions: (1) Hebei grouped into the central region; (2) Hebei grouped into the west region;
and (3) Hebei grouped into the northeast region.
Figure 11 shows the forecast results based on the original grouping and the other three
grouping assumptions. The forecast results are quite similar for different age groups, so we
show the results at age 70–74 for Guangdong as representative of the east region. We also show
the results from Heilongjiang (which is in the northeast region) in Figure 11 because the
northeast region is the smallest region and it is interesting to observe the changes when Hebei
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is included.
The first column in Figure 11 shows that the forecast trends are slightly steeper and the
forecast intervals are narrower when Hebei is excluded from the east region. The second
column in Figure 11 shows that when Hebei is included in the northeast region, the forecast
trend of Heilongjiang is slightly less steep and the forecast interval is slightly wider than in the
original grouping. Overall, the differences are limited when changing the grouping assumption.
The third column in Figure 11 shows that the fits and forecasts of Hebei change according to
which region it is included in. A comparison of Figure 11 (c) with (f) and (i) shows that when
Hebei is included in the central region, the slope of the forecast trend is less steep compared to
the original grouping, while the forecast interval is much narrower compared to the original
grouping assumption and other new grouping assumptions, indicating that the Hebei mortality
rates are more similar to those in the central region.
We define the coverage rate as the percentage of the census and sample survey data from
China and all provinces that are covered by the fit and forecast intervals. Table 4 reports the
coverage rates of the different grouping assumptions. Compared to the new grouping
assumptions, the original grouping covers the most historical data, indicating that the official
classification is quite reasonable.
In summary, we conducted sensitivity analyses on different trend assumptions and compared
the results based on a broken-trend model and the random walk process. The broken-trend
model gives steeper trends and wider forecast intervals than the random walk process. We also
conducted sensitivity analyses on alternative grouping assumptions. We find that the grouping
assumptions have only a limited impact on the forecast trends and intervals. The coverage rates
of historical data by different grouping methods show that the official classification by the NBS
(which we used in the main analysis) is reasonable.
Table 4. Coverage rates of the different grouping assumptions.
Grouping assumptions

Original

Hebei in central

Hebei in west

Hebei in northeast

Coverage (%)

71.3

58.7

53.2

61.4
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Figure 11. Forecasts of different grouping assumptions in the three-level model.

Notes: The black dots show the census data, and the hollow dots show the sample survey data. The grey intervals
and white lines are the 95% fitting and forecast intervals and medians of the original three-level model with Hebei
in the east region respectively. The black dashed intervals and the black lines are the 95% fitting and forecast
intervals and the medians of grouping assumption (1) respectively. The blue dashed intervals and the blue lines
are the 95% fitting and forecast intervals and the medians of grouping assumption (2) respectively. The red dashed
intervals and the red lines are the 95% fitting and forecast intervals and the medians of grouping assumption (3)
respectively.

5. Conclusion
Over the past 60 years, life expectancy in China has increased by more than 30 years at the
national level, but provincial variations in mortality and life expectancy are large. Although
there is a growing interest in China’s mortality rate in the literature, few previous studies focus
on modelling provincial mortality. This paper provides new models to estimate and forecast
mortality in China at both the provincial and national levels.
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We propose two hierarchical models: a baseline two-level model and an extended threelevel model in a Bayesian framework based on principal components and a random walk
process. The two-level model uses China and its provinces as its two hierarchical levels and
uses province-level factors and common national factors, which allows for information pooling
and sharing across provinces and consistency conditions between China and its provinces. The
extended three-level model introduces a regional level in the hierarchy between China and its
provinces. Apart from pooling and sharing information across provinces, the three-level model
also pools and shares information in four major regions using common factors within the region.
The models are estimated based on a new database that contains census data for the 31
provinces and China over the period 1982–2010. We use sample survey data in 2005 and 2015
as a reference for in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts.
The baseline two-level model provides a good fit for the census years and sample survey
years and provides reasonable forecasts for China and its provinces. The forecast intervals are
of equal width for all provinces within one age group as a result of the model’s informationsharing structure. Compared with the baseline model, the extended three-level model has a
better fit with a lower DIC and provides coherent forecasts for the provinces with different
widths of intervals reflecting regional uncertainty.

Overall, both models provide good

estimates and reasonable forecasts for China and its provinces, and we recommend using the
models in both national mortality modelling and subnational mortality modelling in China.
We conducted sensitivity analyses on different trend assumptions and alternative grouping
assumptions. The results show that the forecasts are relatively robust when changing the trend
and grouping assumptions. The original grouping based on the NBS’ official classification is
reasonable. As the census data are limited and the sample survey data are quite volatile at the
provincial level, actuarial judgement is still needed to choose the appropriate trend assumption.
We recommend that researchers choose the trend assumption carefully when modelling
mortality rates in China.
We note again that the available provincial mortality data in China are very limited, with
missing data for some provinces. However, both of our models can deal with missing data and
can provide reasonable estimates for provinces where data are missing.
The models we have developed are based on principal components considering the
parsimony and flexibility of this approach. The Bayesian framework can incorporate other
functional forms, for example, the Cairns-Blake-Dowd model and models that include cohort
effects. Future work can also consider other estimation methods like the Kalman filter to
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improve the models. It would also be interesting to study regional annuity pricing and pension
liabilities based on the models we have developed here.
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